In April 1856, Elizabeth Stanton wrote to her friend Martha Coffin Wright about a rumor that Stanton was an Episcopalian. "I have heard that infamous report," she wrote, "and feel about it very much as I had been accused of petty larceny." She was, she asserted "a member of Junius meeting." By this statement, she declared her affiliation with the Friends of Human Progress, the group that met in the old Junius Quaker meeting house about four miles northwest of Waterloo, New York.

The Friends of Human Progress, initially named the Yearly Meeting of Congregational Friends, and sometimes called Progressive Friends, had originated in a split in Genesee Yearly Meeting in June 1848. These radical Quakers were also actively involved in the organization of the first Woman's Rights Convention at Seneca Falls in July 1848. In one of several accounts by Stanton, she identifies the "moving spirits" of the convention as Lucretia Mott, Martha Wright (Lucretia's sister), Mary Ann M'Clintock, Jane Hunt, James Mott, Thomas M'Clintock, Richard Hunt, two of the M'Clintock daughters, and Stanton herself. Of these ten individuals, six, the M'Clintocks and Hunts, were active Congregational or Progressive Friends; and two, the Motts, were sympathetic to the Congregational Friends. Thomas M'Clintock, a recorded Friends minister and the former clerk of Genesee Yearly Meeting, was considered the leading figure of the new organization and was credited by Lucretia Mott with being the author of its "Basis of Religious Association."

Stanton worked closely with the Congregational Friends for a decade. Stanton's earliest lecture on woman's rights may have been delivered in the Junius meeting house. Stanton lectured on woman's rights at the Farmington, New York, Quaker meeting house in October 6, 1848, the day that the Quaker radicals met there to organize a new yearly meeting. I think it highly likely that Stanton participated with her colleagues, the M'Clintocks, in the formation of the Congregational Friends. I need to take a moment to clarify the name of the meeting. When the Quaker meeting was established in 1806, the location of the meeting house was in Junius township. The meeting continued to be called Junius, although a later change in township boundaries meant that the meeting house was actually in Waterloo township. In contemporary usage, Junius and Waterloo are used interchangeably to refer to both the meeting house and the meetings held there.

In the summer of 1848, Stanton and Elizabeth M'Clintock, the daughter of Thomas and Mary Ann, Sr., co-authored defenses of woman's rights which appeared in the Seneca Falls Courier. It was in these articles that they wrote that "... the Bible is the great Charter of human rights, when it is taken in its true spiritual meaning..." but also that "No reform has ever been started but the Bible, falsely interpreted, has opposed it." To show scriptural support for woman's rights, Stanton and M'Clintock quote the Biblical passage that states "neither Jew nor Greek, male nor female, bond or free, but all are one in Christ Jesus" (Ga 3:28; Col. 3:11) and Biblical examples of women who preached, prophesied, or acted with authority, from Miriam and Judith to the four daughters of Philip (Acts 21:9).

As my primary research interest is in Quaker history, I was intrigued by the possible implications of the M'Clintock side of this collaboration. Thomas M'Clintock, Elizabeth's father, was well versed in theology and had written articles and pamphlets on sabbatarianism and Biblical authority, and was an editor of the eight volume Works (1831) of George Fox. The M'Clintocks would have been familiar with the traditional Quaker defenses of "women's preaching." As the Vermont Quaker, Refine Weekes, had versified thirty years earlier:

In Jesus Christ, are male and female one,  
When she is sent, pray let woman run:  
When rightly call'd and qualified to preach:  
Let her the gospel of glad tidings preach:  
'Tis not for man the Spirit to control,  
Nor stop the heav'nly bodies when they roll.  

The traditional Quaker defense of women's preaching was focused on women's role in the church, and did not necessarily infer a similar role in secular society. However, contemporary observers did note Quaker women's independence within the family and community. Lydia M. Child, who lived with the Quaker Hoppers and Carpenters in the 1830s, observed that Quaker women

"were superior to women in general in habits of reflection and independent modes of thinking.... This staid and self-relying character in Quaker women I attribute to the fact that they share equally with men in the management of all business of the society. Frivolous pursuits make frivolous characters."

The Biblical justification for women speaking had been invoked in the 1830s during the debate over the role of women in the abolitionist movement, and the arguments from that debate had been refreshed at the Woman's Rights Convention in Rochester in August 1848. Where the connection between women's spiritual and churchly authority and her secular position may have been inherent in Quaker doctrine, it was the experience of women in the abolitionist movement that explicitly
applied the religious doctrine to secular society.

By Stanton's account in her autobiography, she and Elizabeth "were compelled to study canon and civil law, constitutions, Bibles, science, philosophy, and history, sacred and profane" to prepare their articles for the press. However, this original research was probably made easier by the ready accessibility of Quaker and abolitionist literature in the M'Clingtock household.

But Stanton and M'Clingtock's appeal was not solely to scriptural authority. Though they cited texts, their reliance on the Bible was qualified by an emphasis on its "true spiritual meaning" and the dangers of "false interpretation." Here I think it is worth exploring the attitude toward the Bible of Thomas M'Clingtock and the more radical Quakers. In 1837, Thomas had published a pamphlet as part of a controversy among Quakers about the relative authority of Scripture and the immediate revelation of the spirit. Thomas wrote that Quakers "have ever believed, the testimony of the spirit in the heart is to be the rule... and the testimony of the scriptures, and all external testimony whatever, they believe to be but collateral and confirmatory" and that "inward and immediate revelation is the only means of certainty in religion..." In support of his argument, M'Clingtock quoted the seventeenthcentury Quaker theologian, Robert Barclay, who stated that "the Spirit, not the scriptures, is the rule." In Barclay, and for later generations of Quakers, the scriptures were authoritative. It was simply that they could not be understood without the guidance of the spirit. In this viewpoint, direct revelation could not contradict scripture. When the Congregational Friends separated from Genesee Yearly Meeting, they took the older critique of the scriptures a step or two further. The scriptures were not only subordinate to the spirit, but the scriptures were at best an imperfect historical record.

"God is the Primal Cause, the Fountain of Truth; the Bible and all other human records, whatever their excellence, [are] but the secondary effect. To give any of these precedence over the law written immediately in your own minds, is to be infidel to God..."

The Congregational Friends supported woman's rights as part of the great sisterhood of reforms which also encompassed abolition, temperance and peace. Woman was to be restored her "inalienable rights." However, the justification of these rights no longer required scriptural authority:

"The identity of human nature, is the impregnable basis of the equality of human rights. If human nature be the same, then interest, capabilities, responsibilities, rights are the common inheritance of all, from the common Parent."

This quotation, and many similar sentiments repeated at Junius, contains two key elements. First, an optimistic and progressive view of human nature. Secondly, God is no longer the source of immediate revelation, but a "Parent" who is largely removed from direct involvement in human affairs.

Stanton's involvement with the annual meetings of the Congregational Friends was focused entirely on woman's issues. In 1850, she helped prepare-- and was probably the principal author-- of "An Address to the Women of New York State." In 1857, she prepared a "Paper on Marriage" which included comments on the religious bondage of women and the shortcoming of "Christian nations" and in 1858 offered a resolution on marriage, which was adopted. The 1858 resolution says, in part, that "it is a sin against God, for any woman to consent to be the wife of an habitual drunkard." Despite occasional references to the deity, all of Stanton's arguments and resolutions at the annual meetings of the Friends of Human Progress are essentially based on natural rights, rather than on appeals to divine justice. There is certainly no appeal to clerical or scriptural authority as was the case in the articles written by Stanton and Elizabeth M'Clingtock in 1848.

I sense a division within the Congregational Friends between those, like Stanton, who had an essentially secular and natural rights vision of reform, and those like Thomas M'Clingtock who retained a theocentric, if radical, basis for judging human activity. In 1856, Lucretia Mott, who had been a strong supporter of the Congregational Friends since their inception, delivered some "remarks" at the yearly meeting. She decried "priestcraft and superstition." "Skepticism," she said, "will be a religious duty, and well will it be for human progress if there shall be a faithful utterance of this unbelief." But where Stanton saw religion as an impediment to achieving natural and inalienable human rights, Mott saw "priestcraft" as standing in the way of "walking in the light" and reaching the "kingdom of God."

Thomas M'Clingtock, in a letter prepared for the annual meeting in 1857, was even more explicitly theological. Like Stanton, he has an optimistic view of human abilities. In 1837, Thomas stressed the "inward revelation" but in 1857, he stressed the reliance of the mind "on its own powers," specifically reason, rather than an "External Standard, in the form of ancient writings" claimed as the "word of God." Reason becomes the mechanism by which humans can follow the will of God, and God holds humanity "accountable for its use." "To renounce thy reason... is to be infidel to God and thyself." The clerical doctrine that immediate revelation had ceased was "infidel" as it denied "God's present and continuous action in the world of the mind." This was hardly traditional Quakerism, which held that mere human reason, however useful, was no more able to advance man to salvation than the mere text of the scriptures.

In the 1850s, Stanton used the annual meetings at Junius to develop her ideas on woman's rights, and later on education, marriage and divorce. In June 1850, she was the first named member of the committee appointed at the Junius meeting to prepare "An Address to the Women of the State of New York." That October, at the first national woman's rights convention at Worcester, Massachusetts, two of the three New Yorkers on the Central Committee, Pliny Sexton of Palmyra and Joseph C. Hathaway of Farmington, were active participants with Stanton in the Junius meetings. All of the other New York participants at the meeting, including Stanton, Lucy N. Colman, Frederick Douglass, Gerrit Smith and Sarah H. Hallock, were associated with the Congregational Friends. The controversial position taken by Stanton on divorce at the Woman's Rights
The Friends of Human Progress continued to meet at the Junius meeting house until the 1880s. However, I do not find Stanton's name mentioned in the accounts of the annual meetings after 1858. This may in part be because of the lack of documentation—the proceedings of the annual meeting were evidently not published after 1861, and I have had to rely on incomplete newspaper accounts. Still, Stanton is not mentioned in those accounts. Her attentions were elsewhere.

In 1895, the Free Thought Magazine, carried both approving articles on the Woman's Bible and a nostalgic recollection of the annual meetings of the Friends of Human Progress. These meetings were characterized by editor H.L. Green, who had began attending them in 1856, as "the first Freethought gatherings that assembled in this country." Elizabeth Stanton, Lucy N. Colman, Giles Stebbins and other reformers added their recollections. For Stanton, "the Quaker meeting-house at Junius, N.Y., was at one time the great centre and rallying point for all those interested in reforms of the day in both church and state." In her remarks, Stanton identified Henry Bonnell of Junius, as the man who responded to one of her first speeches on woman's rights with the observation, "All I have to say is, if a hen can crow, let her crow."

I titled this paper "Forty-seven Years before the Woman's Bible" and frankly had expected to see some development or at least continuity of Stanton's position on biblical authority documented in the proceedings of the Friends of Human Progress. What I seem to have found instead is that while some of the Congregational Friends, particularly those with strong Quaker backgrounds such as Thomas M'Clintock and Lucretia Mott, continued to focus on the spiritual basis of reform, others, like Stanton, took a natural rights and essentially secular view. The two groups shared an anti-clericalism, and an anti-biblicism that had Quaker roots, but went considerably further than traditional Quakerism. For some participants, the Congregational Friends were part of a trajectory away from orthodox Christianity to free thought and, as at least one participant put it, "infidelity." Stanton, in the 1850s, seems to have been little interested in exploring the theological issues that continued to engage Lucretia Mott and Thomas M'Clintock. She shared their anti-clericalism, and their skepticism, but not their theocentric view of accountability to God.